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Foreword
I remember how I first became acquainted with John Wargo. I was speaking at a PhoneGap Day
conference in Portland, Oregon, and I looked over to see Brian LeRoux speaking with someone I
didn’t recognize. I leaned over and asked a friend, “Hey, who’s the guy in the suit?,” to which the
friend responded, “Oh, that’s John Wargo. He’s an analyst.” The suit set John apart at this nerd
gathering, as most of the attendees were wearing t-shirts with funny slogans. This was before the
time when Mark Zuckerberg popularized the “coder wearing a hoodie” look.
If I remember correctly, my t-shirt had a pig on it with a speech bubble that said, “Mmmm . . .
bacon,” and as I reflect back on that time, it wasn’t even a suit John was wearing—it was just a
blazer. However, it’s not an exaggeration to say he was the best-dressed man at the conference, but
I digress.
“Oh boy!” I thought, “An analyst.” You see, I had just recently transitioned from the telecom
industry to full-on software development. In telecom, analysts do not have the greatest of
reputations. Then I talked to John. He proceeded to ask me insightful questions about my work
on PhoneGap and in the Apache Cordova community.
Folks, at this point, I’m resisting the urge to insert a don’t judge a book by its cover joke, and I’ve
never been good at not making a bad joke.
John went on to become an important member and educator of the Apache Cordova community
and to write not one, but four authoritative books on the subject, not unlike the one you hold in
your hands now on Progressive Web Apps.
One of the oft-cited tenets of the PhoneGap/Cordova project was to ultimately “cease to exist,”
but the other less-mentioned tenet was to “make the web a first-class development platform.”
Now that promise of being a first-class platform has been fulfilled by Progressive Web Apps. Being
a major part of the Apache Cordova community for so long puts John in a great position, as he
has been there every step of the way to see the evolution of the mobile web.
Should you happen to bump into John at a conference or at a book-signing someday, come
prepared with a recommendation on where to get a fresh, delicious doughnut. This is one of the
two traits we share in common. The other being a dry, sardonic wit.
You have made an excellent decision in picking up this book. If I were just starting on my learning
path to mastery of Progressive Web Apps, there are not many folks I would trust more than John
to get me there. I only wish that you could hear John’s voice while you are reading this book like
I did.

—Simon MacDonald, Developer Advocate, Adobe
November 2019

Preface
When building apps targeting desktops, laptops, smartphones, and tablets, developers have
generally two options to use: native apps built specifically for the target platform or web apps that
ultimately can run on most any system due to the abstraction layer provided by web browsers.
Building native apps for any target platform is a time-consuming and expensive proposition,
especially when your app targets multiple types of systems (desktop computers, smartphones,
televisions, etc.).
Web apps were challenging because a user’s experience could vary dramatically depending on
which type of system the user accessed the app from. Desktop browsers are fully capable, but
mobile device browsers have limitations due to reduced screen real estate, processor speed,
network bandwidth, and more. Many of these limitations have disappeared, but there’s still
considerable disparity between native app and web app capabilities.
Web developers have a lot of tools and technologies at their disposal to help them build rich,
engaging apps. Over the years, different technologies such as Sun Microsystems’ Java1 and Adobe
Flash2 appeared with the expectation that they’d change the world for web apps—delivering a
more engaging experiences for users. Both did that but ultimately disappeared from the browser
for good reason.
What developers and users need is a way to enable web apps to work more like native apps. If
we had that, our web apps would soar and enable us to more easily deliver cross-platform apps
through the browser rather than handcrafting native apps for each supported platform.
Over the years, web browsers, especially those running on mobile devices such as smartphones
and tablets, started exposing more native capabilities to web apps. For example, modern web apps
can access the device’s file system and let a browser-based app know the device’s geolocation. This
enables web apps to work more like native apps, but there were still limitations. Service workers
are a relatively new technology that makes it easier for web apps to bridge the gap between native
and web capabilities, removing many limitations from web apps.
This is a book about service workers.
Yes, I know, the title says the book is about Progressive Web Apps (PWAs), and it is, but the book
focuses on how to use service workers to enhance the capabilities of a web app and create PWAs.
There are several books out there that focus on the engagement impact of PWAs; how to build
PWAs that delight and inspire users to do more in the app. This isn’t that kind of book.
This book is focused as much as possible on the technologies enabling PWAs and how to use them
to enhance your web apps to deliver a more native-like experience in your web apps.
I come to you with 15 years of experience with mobile development (I wrote the first book on
BlackBerry development so many years ago), and, as Simon said in the Foreword, PWAs are the

1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_(software_platform)
2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adobe_Flash
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next step in making the web a first-class development platform—especially for mobile apps. My
interest in writing this book focuses on PWAs’ impact on mobile developers, but everything here
applies to web apps running on a desktop browser as well.
If you’ve read any of my books, you already know that this manuscript contains no phrases or
content in any language but English (I refuse to make you put down the book to go look up some
obscure phrase in Latin or French to understand a point). This book also contains no pop culture
references (well, except for one that I describe completely so you won’t feel left out if you don’t
already know it).
Unlike my previous technical books, which were focused on the technologies and how to use
them (with lots of code examples), this book is project- based. As you work through the chapters,
at different points you’ll start with one of three complete, standalone web apps, then convert
them into PWAs using service workers and other technologies.
The sample apps for this book were written specifically to be simple and easy to understand, so
they’re not fancy. I could have built them as amazing, reactive, modern web apps, leveraging
JavaScript frameworks such as VueJS3 or React,4 but instead I built them using plain, vanilla
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. This approach removes a lot of extraneous code from the apps and
leaves just what you need to understand the topic at hand.
You can find all of the source code for the sample apps on GitHub at https://github.com/
johnwargo/learning-pwa-code. To make it easier for readers consuming the printed version of
this book, I added a resources.md5 file to the source code folder for each chapter; it lists all of
the links used in the chapter. Rather than typing in long URLs from the chapter content, you can
simply open the resources file in a browser and quickly access any link from the chapter.
Unlike the source code repositories for other books, the book’s source code doesn’t contain only
before and after versions of the apps. Instead, as you complete a chapter section, you’ll find the
source code modifications for just that section in a separate file. This enables you to more easily
build the app along with the chapter content while having just that section’s code available
in case you have an issue and want to compare the completed code with yours. This approach
should streamline your following along, especially if you create typos or bugs as you work.
If you have any questions or comments about the book or if you find an error in the text or
code, please submit them through the issues area in the book’s GitHub repository at https://
github.com/johnwargo/learning-pwa-code/issues. The code there is open source, so feel free to
use it in your applications (it would be especially nice if you referenced the source for the code so
others can learn about this book).
If you find a bug in the code and want to fix it yourself, do so, then submit a pull request against
the repository, and I’ll take a look. I’m usually very good about responding, so you should hear
back from me in a day or so. Please be nice—GitHub is a very public forum, and we should all
treat people there as we expect to be treated by others.

3. https://vuejs.org/
4. https://reactjs.org/
5. https://github.com/johnwargo/learning-pwa-code/blob/master/chapter-01/resources.md
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I created a public web site for the book at https://learningpwa.com. I’ll publish errata and,
hopefully, related content there over time. Forestalling any complaints, as I write this, the site
isn’t a PWA. It isn’t a PWA because it doesn’t need to be a PWA. It’s just a marketing landing page
for the book, and there are no browser notifications I want to send to visitors, nor is there a need
to cache the site’s content for increased performance or offline use. Just because I can make the
site into a PWA doesn’t mean that I should. Use the power of PWAs only for those sites that really
need them.
Two of the three sample apps from the book are published online as well. The first is the Tip
Calculator from Chapter 2, which you can access at https://learningpwa.com/tipcalc/. The other
is the PWA News site from Chapters 3, 4, and 5—you can find that app at https://pwa-news.com.
The Learning Progressive Web Apps site is a static site hosted at Netlify,6 so that one will probably
stay active as long as the book is publicly available. The PWA News site requires computing
resources (its server-side is a node.js7 application), so I’ll leave the site up as long as there is
interest in the book. Eventually, I’ll shut it down, but the full source for the server is included
with the book’s source code, so you’ll always be able to run a local copy of the server or host the
site somewhere else yourself.
That’s it! This preface contains everything I wanted to tell you about the book. I believe in PWAs
and think they are the future of mobile app development, so that’s why I worked to put this book
into your hands. I really enjoyed writing it, and I hope you enjoy reading it as much or more.

6. https://www.netlify.com/
7. https://nodejs.org/
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3
Service Workers

If building Progressive Web Apps (PWAs) is like building a house, the web app manifest file is like
a real estate agent working to get people interested in buying your house and prepping it so that
it’s move-in ready for buyers. Service workers, on the other hand, are live-in general contractors
working behind the scenes to make sure the house has a solid foundation and all the walls stay up
after the buyer moves in.
This chapter introduces service workers and shows how to use them to enable cool background
processing in your web app. Here we build a foundation of what service workers do and how
they do it, starting with simple web app resource caching and the service worker lifecycle. In the
chapters that follow, I show how to add additional functionality to an app’s service worker to give
the app some pizazz.

PWA News
For this and the next few chapters of the book, you’ll work with the PWA News web app shown in
Figure 3.1. The app is publicly available at https://pwa-news.com, but you’ll run a version of the
app on a local server as you work through the chapter. I’d like to give a special shout out to my
friend Scott Good who created the app UI and, through the application of some masterful styling,
made it into the beautiful app you see in the figure.
The app is a simple news site, aggregating news articles on PWAs from sites around the world. The
app’s server process uses the Microsoft Bing News Search API1 to locate articles with the keyword
PWA and displays the top 20 results. The app hosts a simple About page describing the site (and
promoting the book) plus a Feedback page that renders data about how people feel about the site.
You’ll play with that one in a later chapter. In Chapter 5, “Going the Rest of the Way Offline with
Background Sync,” we’ll add the ability for visitors to submit their feedback when we talk about
going offline.

1. https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/bing-news-search-api/
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Figure 3.1 PWA News Web Site

Introducing Service Workers
A service worker is a block of JavaScript code a web app installs in the browser under certain
conditions and runs when the browser needs it to (based on events that fire). Web apps use service
workers to add additional capabilities to the app, capabilities that aren’t generally available to web
apps but are available in many mobile apps.
For install conditions, a browser installs a service worker if


The browser supports service workers.



The browser loaded the web app using a TLS (HTTPS) connection or from the system’s
localhost address (referring to the local device running the browser).



The web app loads the service worker code within the same context (from the same server
location) as the web app for which it’s associated.

Unlike with web app manifest files, most modern browsers support service workers; you can check
the current support matrix on Can I Use.2 As I write this, the following browsers support service
workers: Chrome (Google), Edge (Microsoft), Firefox (Mozilla), Opera (Opera), and Safari (Apple).

2. https://caniuse.com/#feat=serviceworkers

Introducing Service Workers

Many other browsers support them as well; check first if you know your app’s target audience
prefers a specific browser that’s not in that list.
Depending on how web developers take advantage of service workers in their apps, service workers:


Cache app content. Google calls service workers programmable network proxies; as you’ll see
in this chapter and the next, you have a lot of options for controlling which resources the
browser caches and which ones are pulled from the server when requested by the app. You
can even replace requested resources (files or data) dynamically at runtime using a service
worker.



Perform background processing. Web apps use service workers to deliver background
data synchronization and offline support. Service workers install in the browser, they’re
associated with the web app, but they run in the browser’s execution context. This means
they’re available to do work whenever the browser is open, even when the app is not
loaded. You’ll learn more about this in Chapter 5, “Going the Rest of the Way Offline with
Background Sync” and Chapter 6, “Push Notifications.”



Receive push notifications. With the right protocols and a backend server to send
notifications, web apps use the background processing capabilities of service workers to
enable the processing and display of push notifications sent to the app. You’ll learn more
about this in Chapter 7, “Passing Data between Service Workers and Web Applications.”

The primary reasons browsers require a TLS connection to install and enable a service worker are
those included in the bulleted list you just read through. Considering all you can do with the
capabilities described in that list, the service worker has complete control over data coming in
and out of the app. Browsers require the TLS connection to enforce that the web app and service
worker load from the same location.
Without a TLS connection and the requirement that the service worker loads from the same context as the web app, hackers could compromise a site and load service worker code from another
location and take complete control of the app. A rogue service worker could redirect all requests
to alternate servers, capture auth and push tokens, and more.

The Dreadful Application Cache
Earlier, I said, “Web apps use service workers to add additional capabilities to the app, capabilities that aren’t generally available to web apps,” but that wasn’t exactly true. Web developers
have been able to implement resource caching in web apps for some time now, through an old
feature in many browsers called the Application Cache3 (or just AppCache).
Unfortunately, AppCache is a pretty horrible technology, as famously described in Jake
Archibald’s “Application Cache Is a Douchebag.”4 It’s so bad that the AppCache page at the
above link starts with two warnings against using it in your apps. Furthermore, it also warns
that the technology has been removed from many browsers and that the feature may cease to
work at any time. How’s that? Don’t use it.

3. https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTML/Using_the_application_cache
4. https://alistapart.com/article/application-cache-is-a-douchebag/
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Developers used it because AppCache support was built into many browsers, but few developers were happy with it. Writing your own cache implementation was problematic as well,
because, for performance reasons, it must run on a separate thread, which was challenging in
web apps as well.
The CacheStorage5 API described in Chapter 4, “Resource Caching,” was the community’s
attempt to fix AppCache, and it’s one of the key technologies that make PWAs interesting and
useful today. My apologies for lying to you, but hopefully now you see why I did.
Of course, service workers have limitations:


Service workers don’t run unless the browser is open. The web app doesn’t have to be open,
but the browser does.



Service workers don’t have access to the web app’s document object model (DOM), but
we’ll discuss workarounds for this in Chapter 7.

The first limitation may not be a big deal depending on the browser and operating system (OS).
On many mobile devices, the browser always runs, so it’s there to run the service worker. On
desktop systems, some browsers run in the background as well or can be configured to do so.
Chrome exposes an advanced setting. Continue running background apps when Google Chrome
is closed, as highlighted in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Chrome Advanced Settings
I’ll show you more about what service workers can do and how they do it as we work through the
rest of the chapter.

Preparing to Code
Throughout the remainder of the chapter, you’ll start with a base version of the PWA News site
and add a service worker to it. Then we’ll tweak and tune the service worker to demonstrate its
capabilities. Before we do that, you must configure your local development environment with the
components you’ll need.

5. https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/CacheStorage

Preparing to Code

Prerequisites
Before we start modifying code to enhance the PWA News app, you must install some software
prerequisites you’ll use as you follow along. Who knows, you may already have them installed
(you should). This setup is different from previous chapters, so please don’t skip ahead until
you’ve ensured that you have everything you need in place.

Node.js
I built the PWA News site using Node.js and Express (a web framework for Node.js). It hosts the
static PWA News web site plus the application programming interface (API) used by the web
app. If your development workstation already has Node.js installed, then skip ahead to the next
section. If not, hop over to https://nodejs.org and follow the instructions to install the client on
your development workstation.
To confirm that you have Node.js installed, open a new terminal window and execute the
following command:
node -v

If the terminal returns a version number (mine reports v10.16.0), then Node.js is properly
installed. If you see an error message, then you have some work to do resolving the error before
continuing.

TypeScript
With Node.js installed, now it’s time to install the TypeScript compiler. In the terminal window,
execute the following command:
npm install -g typescript

This installs the tsc command you’ll use many times through the remainder of the book to
compile the web server app TypeScript code into JavaScript.

Git Client
I published the source code for the book in a GitHub repository at https://github.com/johnwargo/
learning-pwa-code. The easiest way to get the code, and to update your local copy when I publish
changes, is through Git. If your development workstation already has Git installed, then you’re
good. If not, hop over to https://git-scm.com and follow the instructions to install the client on
your development workstation.
To confirm that you have Git installed, open a new terminal window and execute the following
command:
git --version

If the terminal returns a version number (mine reports git version 2.22.0.windows.1), then
Git is properly installed. If you see an error message, then you have some work to do resolving the
error before continuing.
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With Git installed, open a terminal window or command prompt, navigate to the folder where
you want to store the book’s code, and then execute the following command:
git clone https://github.com/johnwargo/learning-pwa-code

Once the cloning process completes, navigate the terminal into the cloned project’s
\learning-pwa-code\chapter-03\ folder. This folder contains the PWA News server app,
and that’s where we’ll work.
While we’re here, we might as well install all the dependencies required by the app. In the
terminal window pointing to the project folder (\learning-pwa-code\chapter-03\), execute
the following command:
npm install

This command uses the Node Package Manager (npm) to install Node.js modules used by the server.

Visual Studio Code
I use Visual Studio Code as my primary code editor for most projects; this is not because I work for
Microsoft (I do), but because it’s a very capable editor, and the large catalog of available extensions
enables me to configure the editor environment with some really cool capabilities to make coding
easier. If you haven’t tried it out yet, hop over to https://code.visualstudio.com/ and give it a try.

Navigating the App Source
The folder structure for the PWA News app source is shown in Figure 3.3. The public folder shown
in the figure holds the web app files we’ll use in this chapter. The code you’re looking at is for a web
server app, and the public folder is where the web server looks for the static files it serves.

Figure 3.3 PWA News App Source Folder

Preparing to Code

I wrote server code (the APIs the web app uses) using TypeScript,6 a typed superset of JavaScript.
Using TypeScript allowed me to define types for all my app’s variables and more easily find errors
(based on that typing). TypeScript code compiles to JavaScript using the TypeScript Compiler
(tsc), so the .js files you see in the figure are compiled versions of my code located in the
project’s app folder.
If you decide you want to make changes to how the server and API work, you must make your
modifications in the app folder. Once you’re ready to apply your changes, open a terminal
window, navigate to the root project folder (the one shown in Figure 3.3), and execute the
following command:
tsc

This compiles the server’s .ts files into the .js files you see in the root folder shown in the
figure. You’ll see some errors and warnings from the code’s references to some of the objects, but
the unmodified code runs as is, so look for errors from the code you modified.

Configuring the Server API
The server process consumes the Bing News Search API from Microsoft Azure to collect the news
data displayed in the app. You’ll need an Azure account and a Bing API key to work with the code
in this chapter.
If you already have an Azure account, log in to your account at https://portal.azure.com. If you
don’t have an account, create a free one at https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/free/. Once you’ve
created the account, log in to the portal using your new account at https://portal.azure.com.
To use the Bing Search API, you must first generate an API key for the service. The key is free,
and you can use up to 3,000 searches per month in the free tier. Point your browser of choice to
https://portal.azure.com/#create/Microsoft.CognitiveServicesBingSearch-v7 and log in. Populate
the form with the following information:


Name: Enter a name for the resource (use something such as Learning PWA, or PWA News).



Subscription: Select Pay-As-You-Go.



Location: Select an Azure Region from the drop-down. It doesn’t matter which one you
pick; I suggest you pick one near your current location (I selected East US).



Pricing Tier: Select the free tier.



Resource Group: Create a new one, and give it any name you want (use something such as
RG-PWA or RG-PWA-News).

Click the Create button when you’re done with the form.

6. https://www.typescriptlang.org/
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Note
Microsoft Azure offers a robust free tier you can use as you work through this chapter. The
free tier gives customers three transactions per second (up to 3,000 per month), so in your
testing of this app, you’re unlikely to exceed the free plan limits. To help even further, I coded
the server app to restrict how often it connects to Bing to get news articles. By default, it only
checks every 15 minutes, no matter how often a client hits the server API. If you do the math,
you’ll see there’s no way for the server to ever exceed that free limit.

When you get to the page shown in Figure 3.4, click the copy icon to the far right of either the
KEY 1 or KEY 2 field to copy the selected key to the clipboard. You’ll need one of these keys in the
next step.

Figure 3.4 Azure Portal
Next, in the project source code folder, open the project’s app/congfig.ts file. This file exports
a single property, the BING_ACCESS_KEY shown in Listing 3.1. Paste the key you just copied to the
clipboard between the empty quotes in the file.

Listing 3.1

PWA News app/config.ts File

export const config = {
// enter your private Bing Search API access key
BING_ACCESS_KEY: ''
};

Preparing to Code

For example, you’ll change
BING_ACCESS_KEY: ''

to something like this:
BING_ACCESS_KEY: 'your-super-secret-api-key'

Save the file, then open a terminal window, navigate to the root project folder (the one shown in
Figure 3.3), and execute the following command:
tsc

This step invokes the TypeScript compiler to compile the config.ts file into a new config.js
file in the project root folder (not shown in Figure 3.3). With this in place, you’re all set to start
the server process and begin interacting with the app.
You’ll need this same config.js file as you work through the code in subsequent chapters, so
I included a batch file and shell script to automate copying the compiled file to the other project
folders. If your development system runs Windows, in the terminal window pointing to
\learning-pwa-code\chapter-03\, execute the following command:
copy-config.cmd

If your development system runs macOS, in the terminal window pointing to
\learning-pwa-code\chapter-03\, execute the following command:
./copy-config.sh

At the end of either process, you should see the config.js file copied into the root project folder
for each chapter folder that uses the PWA News app.

Starting the Server
With all the parts in place, it’s time to start the server. If you don’t have a terminal window open pointing to the project folder, open one now, and navigate to the \learning-pwa-code\chapter-03\
folder. Once there, execute the following command:
npm start

If everything’s set up properly in the code, the server will respond with the following text in the
terminal:
pwa-news-server@0.0.1 start D:\learning-pwa-code\chapter-03
node ./bin/www

At this point, you’re all set—the server is up and running and ready to serve content. If you see an
error message, you must dig through any reported errors and resolve them before continuing.
To see the web app in its current state, open Google Chrome or one of the browsers that supports
service workers and navigate to
http://localhost:3000
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After a short delay, the server should render the app as shown in Figure 3.1. When you look in
the terminal window, you should see the server process start, then log messages as it serves the
different parts of the app, as shown here:
> pwa-news-server@0.0.1 start D:\learning-pwa-code\chapter-03
> node ./bin/www
2019-07-29T22:27:25.054Z
2019-07-29T22:27:25.075Z
2019-07-29T22:27:25.079Z
2019-07-29T22:27:25.104Z
2019-07-29T22:27:25.114Z
2019-07-29T22:27:25.115Z
Router: GET /api/news
2019-07-29T22:27:26.376Z
2019-07-29T22:27:26.381Z
2019-07-29T22:27:26.420Z
Returning result (1)
2019-07-29T22:27:26.788Z

GET
GET
GET
GET
GET
GET

/ 304 8.365 ms - /css/custom.css 304 2.004 ms - /img/bing-logo.png 304 0.935 ms - /js/sw-reg.js 304 0.746 ms - /js/utils.js 304 0.756 ms - /js/index.js 304 0.731 ms - -

GET /sw-34.js 404 1132.392 ms - 565
GET /app.webmanifest 304 1.766 ms - GET /icons/android-icon-192x192.png 404 20.681 ms - 565
GET /api/news 200 1645.317 ms - 12222

The server hosts the app at port 3000 by default (the port number is the numeric value after the
last colon in the example), but if your system has another process listening on that port, then it’s
not going to work. To change the port number used by the app, open the project’s bin/www file
and look for the following line:
var port = normalizePort(process.env.PORT || '3000');

Change the '3000' to another port (hopefully an available one), save your changes, then restart
the server and access the site at the new port. You can also set the port using local environment
variables7 if you want.

Registering a Service Worker
Web apps follow a specific process to install a service worker; there’s no automatic way to do it
today. The app basically executes some JavaScript code to register the service worker with the
browser. In the Tip Calculator app in Chapter 1, “Introducing Progressive Web Apps,” I added the
code to do this directly in the app’s index.html file. For the PWA News app, we use a different
approach.
In this section, you’ll modify the project’s existing public/index.html file plus add two
JavaScript files: public/js/sw-reg.js and public/sw.js.
In the <head> section of the project’s public/index.html file, add the following code:
<!-- Register the service worker -->
<script src='js/sw-reg.js'></script>

7. https://stackoverflow.com/questions/18008620/node-js-express-js-app-only-works-on-port-3000
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This tells the web app to load a JavaScript file that registers the service worker for us. Next, let’s
create that file. Create a new file called public/js/sw-reg.js and populate the file with the
code shown in Listing 3.2.

Listing 3.2

PWA News sw-reg.js File

// does the browser support service workers?
if ('serviceWorker' in navigator) {
// then register our service worker
navigator.serviceWorker.register('/sw.js')
.then(reg => {
// display a success message
console.log(`Service Worker Registration (Scope: ${reg.scope})`);
})
.catch(error => {
// display an error message
let msg = `Service Worker Error (${error})`;
console.error(msg);
// display a warning dialog (using Sweet Alert 2)
Swal.fire('', msg, 'error');
});
} else {
// happens when the app isn't served over a TLS connection (HTTPS)
// or if the browser doesn't support service workers
console.warn('Service Worker not available');
}

The code here isn’t very complicated; it all centers around the call to
navigator.serviceWorker.register. The code first checks to see if the serviceWorker
object exists in the browser’s navigator object. If it does, then this browser supports service
workers. After the code verifies it can register the service worker, it does so through the call to
navigator.serviceWorker.register.
The register method returns a promise, so the code includes then and catch methods to
act depending on whether the installation succeeded or failed. If it succeeds, it tosses a simple
message out to the console. If the call to register fails (caught with the catch method), we
warn the user with an alert dialog.
Two potential error conditions exist here: if the browser doesn’t support service workers and if
service worker registration fails. When the browser doesn’t support service workers, I log a simple
warning to the console (using console.warn). I don’t do anything special to warn the user because
this is progressive enhancement, right? If the browser doesn’t support service workers, the user just
continues to use the app as is, with no special capabilities provided through service workers.
On the other hand, if registration fails, then the code is broken (because we already know the
browser supports service workers), and I want to let you know more obnoxiously with an alert
dialog. I did this because you’re learning how this works, and I wanted the error condition to be
easily recognized. I probably wouldn’t do this for production apps because if the service worker
doesn’t register, the app simply falls back to the normal mode of operation.
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Service workers don’t start working until the next page loads anyway, so to keep things clean, you
can defer registering the service worker until the app finishes loading, as shown in Listing 3.3.

Listing 3.3

PWA News sw-reg.js File (Alternate Version)

// does the browser support service workers?
if ('serviceWorker' in navigator) {
// Defer service worker installation until the page completes loading
window.addEventListener('load', () => {
// then register our service worker
navigator.serviceWorker.register('/sw.js')
.then(reg => {
// display a success message
console.log(`Service Worker Registration (Scope: ${reg.scope})`);
})
.catch(error) => {
// display an error message
let msg = `Service Worker Error (${error})`;
console.error(msg);
// display a warning dialog (using Sweet Alert 2)
Swal.fire('', msg, 'error');
});
})
} else {
// happens when the app isn't served over a TLS connection (HTTPS)
// or if the browser doesn't support service workers
console.warn('Service Worker not available');
}

In this example, the code adds an event listener for the load event and starts service worker registration after that event fires. All this does is defer the additional work until the app is done with
all its other startup stuff and shouldn’t even be noticeable to the user.
Next, let’s create a service worker. Create a new file called public/sw.js and populate it with the
code shown in Listing 3.4. Notice that we created the service worker registration file in the project’s public/js/ folder, but this one goes into the web app’s root folder (public/); I’ll explain
why in “Service Worker Scope” later in this chapter—I’m just mentioning it now to save you a
potential problem later if you put it in the wrong place.

Listing 3.4

First Service Worker Example: sw-34.js

self.addEventListener('fetch', event => {
// fires whenever the app requests a resource (file or data)
console.log(`SW: Fetching ${event.request.url}`);
});

Note
To save you typing in all the service worker example code, I’ve placed each service worker
example, named using the listing number, in a folder called public/service-workers. You
can see the file name in the listing heading above: sw-34.js for Listing 3.4.

Registering a Service Worker

This code is simple as well. All it does is create an event listener for the browser’s fetch event,
then logs the requested resource to the console. The fetch event fires whenever the browser, or
an app running in the browser, requests an external resource (such as a file or data). This is different from the JavaScript fetch method, which enables an app’s JavaScript code to request data or
resources from the network. The browser requesting resources (such as a JavaScript or image file
referenced in an HTML script or img tag) and a web app’s JavaScript code requesting a resource
using the fetch method will both cause the fetch event to fire.
This is the core functionality of a service worker, intercepting fetch events and doing something with the request—such as getting the requested resource from the network, pulling the
requested file from cache, or even sending something completely different to the app requesting
the resource. It’s all up to you: your service worker delivers as much or as little enhancement as
needed for your app.
With this file in place, refresh the app in the browser and watch what happens. Nothing, right?
There’s not much to see here since, everything happens under the covers. In this example, the
service worker does nothing except log the event; as you can see in the browser, the app loaded as
expected, so the app’s still working the same as it did before.
Open the browser’s developer tools and look for a tab labeled Application (or something similar)
and a side tab labeled Service Workers. If you did everything right, you should see your service
worker properly registered in the browser, as shown in Figure 3.5 (in Google Chrome).

Figure 3.5 Chrome Developer Tools Application Tab
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If the browser can’t register the service worker, it displays error messages in this panel to let
you know.
In the latest Chrome browser and the Chromium-based Edge browser, you can also open a special
page that displays information about all service workers registered in the browser. Open the
browser and enter the following value in the address bar:
chrome://serviceworker-internals/

The browser opens the page shown in Figure 3.6, listing all registered service workers.

Figure 3.6 Chrome Service Worker Internals Page
The one thing missing from the service worker as it stands today is for it to actually do something
with the fetch request. Listing 3.5 adds an additional line of code to our existing service worker:
event.respondWith(fetch(event.request));

This code instructs the browser to go ahead and get the requested file from the network. Without
this statement in the event listener, the browser was doing this anyway. Since the event listener
didn’t act on the request and return a promise telling the browser it was dealing with it, then the
browser goes ahead and gets the file anyway. That’s why the app works without this line. Adding
the line just completes the event listener.

Registering a Service Worker

Listing 3.5

Second Service Worker Example: sw-35.js

self.addEventListener('fetch', event => {
// fires whenever the app requests a resource (file or data)
console.log(`SW: Fetching ${event.request.url}`);
// next, go get the requested resource from the network,
// nothing fancy going on here.
event.respondWith(fetch(event.request));
});

The browser passes the fetch event listener an event object service workers query to determine
which resource was requested. Service workers use this mechanism to determine whether to get
the resource from cache or request it from the network. I cover this in more detail later (in this
chapter and the next), but for now this extra line of code simply enforces what we’ve already seen
the browser do—get the requested resource from the network.
The browser fires two other events of interest to the service worker developer: install and
activate. Listing 3.6 shows a service worker with event listeners for both included.

Listing 3.6

Third Service Worker Example: sw-36.js

self.addEventListener('install', event => {
// fires when the browser installs the app
// here we're just logging the event and the contents
// of the object passed to the event. the purpose of this event
// is to give the service worker a place to setup the local
// environment after the installation completes.
console.log(`SW: Event fired: ${event.type}`);
console.dir(event);
});
self.addEventListener('activate', event => {
// fires after the service worker completes its installation.
// It's a place for the service worker to clean up from
// previous service worker versions.
console.log(`SW: Event fired: ${event.type}`);
console.dir(event);
});
self.addEventListener('fetch', event => {
// fires whenever the app requests a resource (file or data)
console.log(`SW: Fetching ${event.request.url}`);
// next, go get the requested resource from the network,
// nothing fancy going on here.
event.respondWith(fetch(event.request));
});
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The browser fires the install event when it completes installation of the service worker. The
event provides the app with an opportunity to do the setup work required by the service worker.
At this point, the service worker is installed but not yet operational (it doesn’t do anything yet).
The browser fires the activate event when the current service worker becomes the active service
worker for the app. A service worker works at the browser level, not the app level, so when the
browser installs it, it doesn’t become active until the app reloads in all browser tabs running the
app. Once it activates, it stays active for any browser tabs running the app until the browser closes
all tabs for the app or the browser restarts.
The activate event provides service workers with an opportunity to perform tasks when the
service worker becomes the active service worker. Usually, this means cleaning up any cached
data from a previous version of the app (or service worker). You’ll learn a lot more about this in
Chapter 4, “Resource Caching”; for now, let’s add this code to our existing service worker and see
what happens.
Once you’ve updated the code, reload the page in the browser, then open the developer tools
console panel and look for the output shown in Figure 3.7. Chances are, you won’t see it—that’s
because the previous version of the service worker is still active. You should see the install event
fire but not the activate event.

Figure 3.7 Chrome Browser Tools Console Pane with Installation Output

Registering a Service Worker

You have several options for activating this new service worker. I explain two here and cover
programmatic options in “The Service Worker Lifecycle” later in the chapter. One option is to
close and reopen the browser, then reload the app; this automatically enables the registered
service worker.
Another option is to configure the browser developer tools to automatically activate the new
service worker once it registers the service worker; this approach is useful only when debugging
or testing a PWA. At the top of the service workers pane shown in Figure 3.5 is a checkbox labeled
Update on reload; when you enable (check) this checkbox, the browser automatically updates
and activates new service workers every time you reload the page with a new service worker.
Force the browser to activate the new service worker, then look at the console page. You should
now see the output shown in Figure 3.8 with each network request logged to the console.

Figure 3.8 Chrome Browser Tools Console Pane with Service Worker Output
At this point, the app has a functioning service worker listening for all relevant events and
fetching all requested resources from the network. In the next sections, we talk about service
worker scope (as promised) and the service worker lifecycle; then I’ll show you more you can do
with service workers.
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Service Worker Scope
Remember early on when I said that one of the requirements for PWAs was that the browser
accesses the app using a TLS (HTTPS) or localhost connection? This layer of security helps protect
apps from rogue agents loading a service worker from another location.
As another layer of security, the location of the service worker file matters. When an app registers
a service worker, by default the service worker can work only with resources hosted in the same
folder location and below; anything higher up in the folder structure is ignored.
If you remember the code that registers the app’s service worker (Listing 3.2), when registration
completes successfully, the code executes the following line:
console.log(`Service Worker Registration (Scope: ${reg.scope})`);

This lets the developer know that the service worker registered correctly, and it outputs the
contents of the reg object’s scope property:
Service Worker Registration (Scope: http://localhost:3000/)

This scope defines the service worker’s operational domain, the part of the web app over which
the service worker has providence. In this example, the service worker scope begins at localhost
and covers anything available under that host.
If your app includes content and code in subfolders, for example, app1 and app2, and you want
to register a separate service worker for each, you can easily do that. One option is to place the
appropriate service worker in each folder; they automatically inherit scope from the folder where
the service worker code is hosted when you register the service worker.
Another option is to set the scope for the service worker during registration; as an example, look
at the following code:
navigator.serviceWorker.register('/sw1.js', {scope: '/app1/'})

This example registers the sw1.js service worker and sets the scope for the service worker to the
app1 folder. With this in place, this service worker will process fetch requests only for resources
located in the app1 folder and below (subfolders).

The Service Worker Lifecycle
Each service worker cycles through multiple states from the moment the browser calls
navigator.serviceworker.register until it’s discarded or replaced by the browser. The
states defined in the service worker specification are


Installing



Waiting



Active

The Service Worker Lifecycle

When an app registers a service worker, the browser


Locates the service worker (requests it from a server)



Downloads the service worker



Parses and executes the service worker

If the browser can’t download or execute the service worker, it discards the service worker (if it has
it) and informs the code that called navigator.serviceworker.register. In Listing 3.3, that
means that the catch clause executes and whatever code is there executes.
If the browser successfully downloads the service worker, it executes the service worker, and
that’s how the service worker registers the install and activate event listeners in the service
worker code.
At this point, the install event listener fires; that’s where a service worker creates its local cache
and performs any additional setup steps. A representation of the service worker (version 1) at the
Installing state is shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 Service Worker 1 Installing
If a service worker isn’t currently registered, the service worker transitions to the Active state, and
it’s ready to process fetch requests the next time the app reloads, as shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10 Service Worker 1 Active
If the web app attempts to install a new version of the service worker (version 2, for example),
then the process starts all over again for the new service worker. The browser downloads and
executes service worker v2, the v2 install event fires, and it completes its initial setup.
At this point, the app is still active and has an active service worker (v1) in play. Remember, the
current service worker remains active until you close the browser (or at least all tabs running
the web app) or the browser is configured to force reloading the service worker. With an existing
service worker active, service worker v2 goes into a waiting state, as shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Two Service Workers in Play
Once the user closes all browser tabs running the app or restarts the browser, the browser discards
service worker v1 and sets service worker v2 to active as shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12 Service Worker V2 Active
When you update the service worker and a user navigates to the app, the browser attempts to
download the service worker again. If the newly downloaded service worker is as little as one
byte different from the one currently registered, the browser registers the new service worker and
the activation process kicks off again. Regardless of whether or not it has changed, the browser
downloads the service worker every time the page reloads.

Forcing Activation
Earlier I described ways to force the browser to activate a service worker by reloading the page or
enabling the Reload option in the browser developer tools. Both of those options are great but
require some action by the user. To force the browser to activate a service worker programmatically, simply execute the following line of code somewhere in your service worker:
// force service worker activation
self.skipWaiting();

You’ll typically perform this action during the install event, as shown in Listing 3.7.

Listing 3.7

Fourth Service Worker Example: sw-37.js

self.addEventListener('install', event => {
// fires when the browser installs the app
// here we're just logging the event and the contents
// of the object passed to the event. the purpose of this event
// is to give the service worker a place to setup the local
// environment after the installation completes.
console.log(`SW: Event fired: ${event.type}`);

The Service Worker Lifecycle

console.dir(event);
// force service worker activation
self.skipWaiting();
});
self.addEventListener('activate', event => {
// fires after the service worker completes its installation.
// It's a place for the service worker to clean up from previous
// service worker versions
console.log(`SW: Event fired: ${event.type}`);
console.dir(event);
});
self.addEventListener('fetch', event => {
// fires whenever the app requests a resource (file or data)
console.log(`SW: Fetching ${event.request.url}`);
// next, go get the requested resource from the network,
// nothing fancy going on here.
event.respondWith(fetch(event.request));
});

Claiming Additional Browser Tabs
In some cases, users may have multiple instances of your app running in separate browser tabs.
When you register a new service worker, you can apply that new service worker across all relevant
tabs. To do this, in the service worker’s activate event listener, add the following code:
// apply this service worker to all tabs running the app
self.clients.claim()

A complete listing for a service worker using this feature is provided in Listing 3.8.

Listing 3.8

Fifth Service Worker Example: sw-38.js

self.addEventListener('install', event => {
// fires when the browser installs the app
// here we're just logging the event and the contents
// of the object passed to the event. the purpose of this event
// is to give the service worker a place to setup the local
// environment after the installation completes.
console.log(`SW: Event fired: ${event.type}`);
console.dir(event);
// force service worker activation
self.skipWaiting();
});
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self.addEventListener('activate', event => {
// fires after the service worker completes its installation.
// It's a place for the service worker to clean up from previous
// service worker versions
console.log(`SW: Event fired: ${event.type}`);
console.dir(event);
// apply this service worker to all tabs running the app
self.clients.claim()
});
self.addEventListener('fetch', event => {
// fires whenever the app requests a resource (file or data)
console.log(`SW: Fetching ${event.request.url}`);
// next, go get the requested resource from the network,
// nothing fancy going on here.
event.respondWith(fetch(event.request));
});

Observing a Service Worker Change
In the previous section, I showed how to claim service worker control over other browser tabs
running the same web app after a new service worker activation. In this case, you have at least two
browser tabs open running the same app, and in one tab a new version of the service worker was
just activated.
To enable the app running in the other tabs to recognize the activation of the new service worker,
add the following event listener to the bottom of the project’s sw.js file:
navigator.serviceWorker.addEventListener('controllerchange', () => {
console.log("Hmmm, we’re operating under a new service worker");
});

The service worker controllerchange event fires when the browser detects a new service worker
in play, and you’ll use this event listener to inform the user or force the current tab to reload.

Forcing a Service Worker Update
In the world of single-page apps (SPAs), browsers load the framework of a web app once, and the
app then swaps in the variable content as often as needed while the user works. These apps don’t
get reloaded much because users simply don’t need to. This is kind of a stretch case, but if you’re
doing frequent development on the app or know you’re going to update your app’s service worker
frequently, the service worker’s registration object (reg in all the source code examples so far)
provides a way to request an update check from the app’s code
To enable this, simply execute the following line of code periodically to check for updates:
reg.update();

The Service Worker Lifecycle

The trick is that you must maintain access to the registration object long enough that you can do
this. In Listing 3.9, I took the service worker registration code from Listing 3.2 and modified it a bit.
First, I created a variable called regObject, which the code uses to capture a pointer to the reg
object exposed by the call to navigator.serviceWorker.register. Next, I added some code
to the registration success case (the .then method) that stores a pointer to the reg object in
the regObject variable and sets up an interval timer for every 10 minutes. Finally, I added a
requestUpgrade function that triggers every 10 minutes to check for a service worker update.

Listing 3.9

Alternate Service Worker Registration: sw-reg2.js

// define a variable to hold a reference to the
// registration object (reg)
var regObject;
// does the browser support service workers?
if ('serviceWorker' in navigator) {
// then register our service worker
navigator.serviceWorker.register('/sw.js')
.then(reg => {
// display a success message
console.log(`Service Worker Registration (Scope: ${reg.scope})`);
// Store the `reg` object away for later use
regObject = reg;
// setup the interval timer
setInterval(requestUpgrade, 600000);
})
.catch(error => {
// display an error message
let msg = `Service Worker Error (${error})`;
console.error(msg);
// display a warning dialog (using Sweet Alert 2)
Swal.fire('Registration Error', msg, 'error');
});
} else {
// happens when the app isn't served over a TLS connection
// (HTTPS) or if the browser doesn't support service workers
console.warn('Service Worker not available');
// we're not going to use an alert dialog here
// because if it doesn't work, it doesn't work;
// this doesn't change the behavior of the app
// for the user
}
function requestUpgrade(){
console.log('Requesting an upgrade');
regObject.update();
}
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You could even trigger execution of this code through a push notification if you wanted to force
the update only when you publish updates by sending a special notification message whenever
you publish a new version of the service worker.

Service Worker ready Promise
There’s one final service worker lifecycle topic I haven’t covered yet. The serviceWorker object
has a read-only ready property that returns a promise that never rejects and sits there waiting
patiently until the service worker registration is active. This gives your service worker registration
code a place to do things when a page loads with an active service worker.
We already have the install and activate events, both of which get involved during service
worker registration and replacement. If your app wants to execute code only when a service
worker is active, use the following:
if ('serviceWorker' in navigator) {
navigator.serviceWorker.ready.then((reg) => {
// we have an active service worker working for us
console.log(`Service Worker ready (Scope: ${reg.scope})`);
// do something interesting...
});
} else {
// happens when the app isn't served over a TLS connection (HTTPS)
console.warn('Service Worker not available');
}

You’ll see an example of this in action in Chapter 6.

Wrap-Up
In this chapter, we covered a lot about service workers and have one running in our app. You
learned all about the service worker lifecycle and the special events and methods the service
worker provides developers.
Unfortunately, the service worker we have doesn’t do much. In the next chapter, we’ll expand the
capabilities of the service worker and explore many ways to manage caching the resources used by
the app.
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